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RESPONSE FROM SWINDON BOROUGH COUNCIL (THE LPA) 
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Chiseldon Neighbourhood Development Plan 2022-2037 

Regulation 14 Draft  

January 2024 Version 

 

Section / Paragraph / 
Page 

Topic Comments from SBC RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM 
CHISELDON PC 

General  
Various Plans / Maps Difficult to view in terms of detail 

within the main document.   
These were provided separately so 
that they would be easier to view to 
enable respondees to zoom in.  
Perhaps the maps were not 
forwarded to all officers? 

Chapter 1  
Role of Neighbourhood Plans  
P7. Footnotes NPPF You will note that the NPPF that the 

last update to the NPPF was 
December 2023.   

Agree – amend all references to 
NPPF 2023  

P.7 Para 7  Plan weighting Some complexities regarding plan 
weighting – worth noting the national 
guidance on this matter: 
 
NPPG Paragraph: 007 Reference ID: 
41-007-20190509 
 

Para 7 will be rewritten accordingly 
when the NDP is submitted under 
Reg. 15.  

P.7 Para 8 Strategic policies Please note that SBC is intending to 
consult on both a regulation 18 and 
regulation 19 plan within the next 12 
months with the intention of 
submitting the finalised plan to the 
Secretary of State before 30th June 

Noted but no specific dates will be 
published in the Reg. 15 version of 
the CNDP in case SBC dates change. 
 
No changes proposed.  
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2025 for public examination.  Subject 
generally to the degree of 
progression of the plan and extent 
and nature of representations 
received together with degree of 
consistency with the NPPF, aspects 
of the plan may be gathering legal 
weighting during this period including 
strategic policies.   

Neighbourhood Plan Period  
P8 
 
 

Plan period Noting the potentially evolving 
strategic policy context within which 
the neighbourhood plan may be 
taken forward it may be advisable to 
consider the extent of the plan period 
and degree of flexibility required in 
the plan.  The new local plan is 
proposing a plan period to 2043 
(base date currently of 1st April 2023).  

It is not possible to prepare the 
CNDP to align with the emerging 
local plan since nothing has been 
published yet by the LPA.  It is 
therefore not possible to extend the 
plan period to the new local plan 
period (which has not been 
published and is therefore unkown).  
The CNDP will need to be updated 
when the new Local Plan is adopted 
and the time period can change then 
– this is stated clearly in para 11. 
 
No changes proposed.  

Chapter 2 – Chiseldon Parish  
P18 Statistics The statistics all relate to Census 

data apart from the IMD?   So we are 
seeing a seeing a loss of population 
in the area over the 10-year period of 
167 residents.  – circa 6% calculated 
against the 2011 census figure and 
an ageing population?  

The data is from the 2021 Census as 
stated in para 33.  The implications of 
this are discussed in the Housing 
Needs Assessment. 
 
No changes proposed.  

Chapter 3 – Community Vision and Planning Policy Context  
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P.20 Key Challenges Is one of the key challenges not the 
loss of population?  See para 46 on 
affordable housing. 

Does the Parish Council consider 
that this is a key challenge?  I have 
not said anything about this as it has 
not come up in any discussions with 
the community or PC.  

P23 Extent of development in the 
countryside  

Might need a tighter reading / 
application of SD2 - development 
proposals in rural and countryside 
locations outside the rural settlement 
boundaries as shown on the Policies 
Map will be permitted where: 
local needs have been identified and 
allocated through a Neighbourhood 
Plan or Neighbourhood Development 
Order; and/or it supports the 
expansion of tourist and visitor 
facilities in appropriate 
locations where identified needs are 
not met by existing facilities in 
a rural service centre; or 
it is in accordance with other policies in 
this Plan permitting specific 
development in the countryside. 

Agree – tighten up the wording to 
better reflect SD2.  

Chapter 4 – Policies   
P25-26 / Policy 1: Housing 
Mix 

First Homes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From the planning policy side, we 
haven’t presently applied a deeper 
discount or eligibility criteria beyond 
the minimum, or published a specific 
planning policy on First Homes.  The 
Council may have additional 
comments on Policy 1 in terms of 
first homes and related, including 
practical experience from is 

The fact that SBC is behind schedule 
in preparing up to date policies 
should not prevent the 
neighbourhood plan from containing 
national policies such as First 
Homes.  When the Local Plan is 
adopted, and where this conflicts 
with Policy 1, the new LP will take 
presence in weight according to 
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Wheel chair use adaptable. 
 
 
 
 
 
Viability 

application.  This will also relate to 
new housing evidence on the Local 
Plan. It is suggested that some joint 
policy work is done on this policy 
area before further plan 
development.  
 
This policy implies 100% wheel chair 
adaptable / accessible?  This may 
lead to an increase / possibly 
substantial in costs.  Note LP Policy 
HA3 is at min of 2%. 
 
In new plan-making (strategic level) 
viability is tested at the plan-making 
level not at application.   

national policy.  The Parish Council 
would welcome joint policy work with 
SBC in this regard. 
 
Yes, the policy implies 100% wheel 
chair adaptable.  DOES THE PARISH 
COUNCIL WISH TO REDUCE THIS TO 
2%?  
 
 
 
This is not correct.  Every planning 
application is subject to viability 
testing – it is at the application stage 
that final decisions are made on the 
% of affordable housing, for instance.   
 
No changes proposed.  

Policy 2  Sustainable Transport  Not sure how the proposed 
infrastructure improvements will be 
implemented?  Fig 14 is the 
proposals but Figure 13 the 
problems.  Assuming some 
connection has been made to the 
Council’s active travel lead on 
cycling and walking infrastructure 
priorities? The council can assist 
with further policy development in 
this area.  
 
The adopted Swindon Local Cycling 
and Walking Infrastructure Plan 
LCWIP) does not currently include 

It is not clear how the proposals will 
be implemented.  It is likely that 
some of the improvements will arise 
if the new Local Plan allocates land 
for housing.  It might also be possible 
that LTP4 will consider some of these 
improvements.  However, the Local 
Plan and LTP4 have not been 
prepared so Figures 13 and 14 set 
out the Parish Council’s aspirations 
for improvement.  Policy 2 relies on 
local plan policies TM21 and CR2 for 
delivery and provides local evidence 
how improvements in S106 
agreements should be sought. 
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any scheme proposals for Chiseldon.  
Sustrans have been active in 
enhancing the National Cycle 
Network Route 45 in this locality over 
the last 10-15 years, which Swindon 
Borough Council complemented with 
a formal waymarking signing 
scheme.   
 
The mapping of scheme proposals 
such as Figure 12 and Figure 13 
could benefit from being shown at a 
larger scale.   Any proposal would be 
subject to a feasibility investigation 
to assess the scope to develop a 
scheme, such as land ownership and 
the width of available highway.    
 

 
Yes, it is correct that the LWCIP does 
not extend to Chiseldon – this is why 
it has not been included in the 
evidence for Policy 2.  NCNR 45 is 
mentioned and show in Figure 13. 
 
Larger scale maps have been 
provided as part of the Reg 14 
consultation (but perhaps were not 
distributed to officers?) 
 
Agreed that schemes would need to 
be tested individually. 
 
No changes proposed.  

Policy 3 BNG and LNRS Rather than sign-posting the Council 
can assist with policy drafting to 
make this policy more effective.  
Changes may or may not be required 
to the policies / proposals map.  
Para 81. Update as guidance has 
been published. 
Para 82 change tense as LNRS is 
underway. Andrea Pellegram 
(advising Chiseldon) is involved in 
LNRS so can update. Call it “LNRS” 
consistently. Supporting text around 
Policy 3 needs to be edited down and 
supported by evidence. It’s currently 
largely aspirational.  It is unclear 

A draft of the policy was sent to SBC 
before the publication of Reg. 14 text.  
No comment was forthcoming.  No 
wording has been supplied at this 
time either so it is not clear how to 
change the wording. 
 
The NDP cannot address SBC 
resourcing issues. 
 
Agree to update para. 81 and 82  as 
text is now out of date.  Will update 
all text according to last LNRS 
progress – however, draft LNRS will 
not be available until later in 2024 
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what the parish is seeking from this 
policy.   Need to explain evidence for 
potential areas of importance in Fig 
15. Name as “potential” as will 
change through LNRS. Para 89: plan 
needs to show area letters. 
Policy 3 needs to reflect legislation 
and SBC Policy EN4. Re-write the 
policy so it can actually deliver what 
the parish wants and remove caveats 
from it.  How is the policy to be 
implemented and what resources are 
required – including from the Parish 
Council?  
SBC doesn’t have the resources to 
deliver this unless accompanied by 
planning application income.  

and it will therefore be necessary for 
this policy to be aspirational but 
linked to the completed LRNS.  

Policy 4 LGS It would be advisable to ensure that 
all landowners have been or should 
be contacted for their opinion on 
setting a LGS before it is finally 
designated.   
 
It would be worth including a brief 
assessment for every proposed Local 
Green Space against he criteria in the 
NPPF para 106.  This appears to have 
been undertaken to a certain extent 
as part of Appendices 4 and 5, 
however some of the amenity 
greenspaces/verges in Appendix 5 do 
not clearly demonstrate how they 
meet the criteria.   

All landowners have been consulted 
and their views considered.  This will 
be explained in the Basic Conditions 
Statement. 
 
 
Agree to clarify the wording in para 97 
how the land in Figure 17 meets the 
criteria in NPPF 106. 
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Policy 5 Design Codes It would be useful to know whether 
the design code work has been 
finalised or additional input can be 
provided?  There may be some areas 
of the code that can be further 
enhanced.   
 
The Design Code has a strong 
emphasis on characterisation 
specific to Chiseldon which is very 
positive, however it could do with a 
much stronger emphasis on 
distinguishing between mandatory 
and advisory guidance across the 
document. The reader has to go 
through many pages of text and 
drawings/images to distinguish 
between the two. 
   
Also, I question the timing of the 
design code and the need to hold off 
finalising it until we have a clearer 
idea of housing numbers required to 
be delivered through the local plan 
over the next plan period. If the 
Parish Council have agreed on the 
broad quantum of growth they are 
willing to achieve over the plan 
period, the Design Code should be 
clearer about how the village could 
deliver this growth over the period.  
This could be through a natural 
process taking say 5-10% growth of 

The design code has been finalised.   
 
WOULD THE PARISH COUNCIL WISH 
TO HAVE THE TEXT IN THE NPD 
CLARIFY WHAT IS MANDATORY AND 
WHAT IS ADVISORY?  
 
The Design Code and the NDP should 
not be halted because of delays in 
the preparation of the Local Plan.  
They can be updated once the Local 
Plan has been adopted.  This advice 
from the LPA is not helpful because it 
is asking the Parish Council to 
consider hypothetical allocations 
which is not appropriate and has not 
been tested through the Local Plan 
process. 
 
The Local Plan MAY allocate housing 
in Chiseldon.  At that time, it would 
be expected for the Master Plan (part 
of the Local Plan) to consider 
development plan policies including 
CNDP Policy 5 and the Design Code. 
 
The CNDP has been prepared against 
the Adopted Local Plan which 
contains a presumption that no 
development will occur outside the 
development boundaries and in 
limited circumstances in the 
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the village over the plan period.  Most 
of this growth would probably be 
through infill developments, some 
through small-scale extensions to 
the street, etc.   At the moment the 
Design Code reads more like an 
enhanced version of a 
Characterisation/Conservation area 
appraisal, providing very little 
guidance about how to deliver new 
housing – even for small 
developments.  Some precedent of 
good, sensitive infill would be very 
useful here, with some principles 
drawn out of these examples to 
relate to the given context – such as 
high hedges and stone wall 
boundaries along the street with 
small courtyard-type housing 
formations, and the more compact, 
irregular forms (the guidance already 
refers to) that exist and that are an 
inherent characteristic in Chiseldon. 
 
Further detailed comments on 
design coding and local plan process 
can also be discussed.  

countryside.  The Design Code is fit 
for those purposes.   
 
No changes proposed.  

Policy 6 ND Heritage Assets Wide range of potential assets noted.  
Would be advisable to ensure that 
landowning interests are notified 
where possible or potential 
designation.  It would be useful in the 
assessment to set out the specific 

Where possible the Parish Council 
has alerted owners of the 
designations but the NDP (containing 
the designations) was widely 
advertised so all owners had an 
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category against which an asset has 
been assessed.  The Council may 
provide further support in finalising 
the Non Designated Heritage Assets 
(NDHA) list. There is some finessing 
required as to what NDHA’s are 
included and why. Some clarity 
between designated and non-
designated heritage assets (NDHA) 
would be beneficial at Policy 6 (para 
105) 
 
Some identified assets are actually 
designated (i.e. assets referenced 1 
and 21 under policy 6). May also 
relate to curtilage listed walls (and 
therefore, subject to statutory 
controls beyond result of being in 
Conservation Area). 
This is relevant to Appendix 6 too 
(which as relevant would might 
benefit from having any maps next to 
relevant images for ease of 
reference) 
Built assets identified in 
Conservation Area Appraisal are not 
included in the Policy 6 list or maps 
e.g. map p. 93 in relation to Badbury  
 
As per NPPF definition NDHA’s need 
not just be buildings – perhaps needs 
clarification.  Generally, some clarity 
and differentiation between (built) 

opportunity to comment and some 
comments were indeed received. 
 
The comment “It would be useful in 
the assessment to set out the 
specific category against which an 
asset has been assessed.” is 
unclear.  There were no “specific 
categories” – the assets where 
chosen because they had 
community relevance and value. 
 
When will the Council assist with the 
NDHA list?  That is the purpose of the 
Reg. 14 consultation and those 
comments should have been 
included here.   
 
WHAT DOES THE PARISH COUNCIL 
WISH TO DO WITH THESE 
COMMENTS?  THE AUTHOR SHOULD 
HAVE MADE CORRECTIONS TO THE 
NDP TEXT – THIS IS NOT VERY 
CLEAR.   
 
 
Assets already identified in 
Conservation Area Appraisals are not 
included because they are already 
protected. 
 
Not clear what the reference to NPPF 
not requiring NDHAs to be buildings – 
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conservation areas and the natural 
environment e.g. plan on page 63 
repeats information elsewhere (for 
CA’s) would be beneficial.  
 
Reference to the Wiltshire and 
Swindon Historic Environment 
Record (HER) would be useful 
information source) 
 
Importantly Table 2 in regard to 
NDHA’s identifies them as ‘social 
objective’ (rather than 
‘environmental’). 
 
There is good x-ref in the Design 
Code document of CA appraisals. 
There may be opportunity to liaise 
with our Conservation Officer and 
Urban Designers on this as the plan 
progresses.  
 

no building have been included in 
Policy 6. 
 
Agree to include a reference to the 
HER. 
 
NDHAs are consider social 
objectives.  However, can also add 
environmental to Table 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Policy 8 / p.41 / para 114 Community Facilities  Number of exclusions under GPDO – 
maybe just refer to and leave at that. 
The Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development 
etc.) (England) (Amendment) Order 
2021 (legislation.gov.uk) 

Agree to made clearer reference to 
GDPO.   

    
 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/428/article/6/made?view=plain
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/428/article/6/made?view=plain
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/428/article/6/made?view=plain
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/428/article/6/made?view=plain
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STATUTORY CONSULTEES 
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Thames Water The NDP does not allocate sites for housing and therefore this advice 
would only apply to infill development. 

Proposed change: amend the Chiseldon Design Codes to insert text 
provided in this letter. 
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Natural England Natural England had no specific comments to make on the NDP 
though suggested that it consult the local records centre.  This was 
done and it is considered that no changes will be necessary. 

 

No changes proposed. 
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British Museum Appendix 1 shows the site which is subject of this letter as a 
scheduled monument.  The NDP does not support development on 
this site and the recommendations in the letter are therefore not 
relevant.  However, the site is mentioned in policy 3 Area F which 
appears to be aligned with the intention of the letter. 

No changes proposed. 
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Historic England (David Stuart Historic Places 
Adviser) 
 

Thank you for your consultation on the SEA Screening Report 

associated with the emerging Chiseldon Neighbourhood Plan. 

This would appear to be our first involvement with the 

preparation of this Plan so we welcome the opportunity to 

familiarise ourselves with its policy aspirations and identify 

any matters of interest which it would be useful to highlight at 

this stage. 

We note that the Plan does not intend to allocate sites for 

development and the limited scope of its intended 

policies.  On the basis of the draft which has been shared with 

us I can confirm that there are no issues of immediate interest 

and this is likely to continue to be the situation as the Plan 

progresses unless there are significant changes. 

On this basis I can also confirm that we have no objection to 

the view that a full SEA is not required. 

 

Historic England had no specific comments to make. 

 

No changes proposed. 
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National Highways 
Thank you for providing National Highways with the opportunity to 

comment on the pre-submission version of the Chiseldon 

Neighbourhood Development Plan. National Highways is 

responsible for operating, maintaining and improving the strategic 

road network (SRN) which in this case comprises the M4 motorway 

which passes along the northern boundary of the plan area.  The 

A345 passes north-south through the plan area providing a direct 

connection to M4 junction 15.  As you will be aware, junction 15 can 

experience congestion particularly during the network peak periods. 

We consider that the Plan's proposed policies are unlikely to lead to 

a scale of development which would adversely impact on the safe 

and efficient operation of the M4 and we therefore have no specific 

comments to offer. However, in general terms any large scale 

development that may come forward within the Plan area will need 

to be supported by an appropriate assessment of traffic impacts 

which should consider the operation of the SRN in line with national 

planning practice guidance and DfT Circular 01/2022. Where 

proposals would result in a severe congestion or unacceptable 

safety impact, mitigation will be required in line with current policy. 

We are therefore looking forward to working with Swindon Borough 

Council as they develop their transport evidence base to support 

their emerging Local Plan. 

These comments do not prejudice any future responses National 

Highways may make on site specific applications as they come 

forward through the planning process, which will be considered by 

us on their merits under the prevailing policy at the time.

National Highways have no specific comments to make. 

 

No changes proposed. 
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OTHER STAKEHOLDERS 
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Resident (RK) 
Response to Chiseldon Local Development Plan 

Response Summary 

There is a lot to be applauded about Neighbourhood Development 

Plans to preserve the characters of villages and prevent the 

destruction of communities by setting clear objectives and policies. 

They should be used to reflect the ambitions of the parish and in 

Chiseldon’s case a desire to maintain the village as an attractive 

and pleasant place to live and work. 

The Chiseldon Neighbourhood Development Plan (CNDP) tries to 

do this but does contain some ambiguity and vague policy wording 

that could compromise the work done.  

There is a lot of caveated wording, especially in Chapter 3, about 

the relationship between the CNDP and the Swindon Borough 

Council Local Development Plan (LDP) and what can and cannot 

be done.  

However, there is a lot the parish could put in the plan to control 

development of allocated housing. I appreciate the comments 

should be focused on the CNDP but the CNDP is the only 

opportunity Chiseldon has to have some say in this. 

The village infrastructure is stretched, yet the proposed CNDP gives 

no mention of how these needs will be met. Pressure on existing 

services including GP’s, schools, roads and transport has not been 

considered. 

The main tenor of this letter seeks to prevent new development.  

The NDP does not propose development sites but it also complies 

with NPPF 2023 29. The NDP is criticised for not stopping 

development (which is not within the remit of a NDP). 

The NDP is criticised for not saying enough about how local 

services are “stretched” already.  However, the respondent has not 

provided any evidence of this pressure.  The NDP on the other 

hand has provided a thorough assessment of available shops, 

infrastructure and census data.   

The qualifying body may wish to add a new paragraph to reflect 

matters raised in this letter for including in the section “Chiseldon:  

location and description”.  The new information should be restricted 

to description of: 

• Accident hot spot with supporting accident statistics 

• Monitoring data on effluent leaks. 
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The accident blackspot at Hodson Road on the East side into the 

village has not been mentioned, nor has the diminishing public 

transport from the village.  

The existing mains sewer down Mount Prow, already at capacity 

before Home Close estate was built, is now at breaking point, under 

continuous monitoring with regular effluent leaks into areas 

flagged in the plan as “Green areas” of significant biodiversity and 

wildlife corridors.  

It also gives no mention of the 74 dwellings built over the last 4 

years – more than anything required in the Swindon Borough LDP 

2026 or 2036 (DRAFT) and considerably more than the housing 

needs would indicate.  

The CNDP does not go far enough in demonstrating that 

Chiseldon Parish can accommodate any additional needs within 

the existing boundary nor set out adequate policies to try to 

control this properly. It sets the bar too low for the people and 

community of Chiseldon at the expense of the destruction of the 

green space which makes this village a great place to live and bring 

up families. 

XXXXX 

Chiseldon 

06 Mar 2024  
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CNDP in the Context of Swindon LDP 2036 
The National Planning Policy Framework 2021, 29 as quoted in the 

CNDP states that “neighbourhood plans should not promote less 

development than set out in the strategic policies of the Swindon 

Borough Local Development Plan (LDP) or undermine those 

strategic policies”.  

The CNDP straddles the current approved Swindon Borough LDP 

up to 2026 where there is NO commitment or allocation and the 

DRAFT LDP 2036 that at last public sight had 42 houses allocated 

(LA22). The CNDP goes up to 2031. 

However, the Local Development Plan (LDP) 2036 DRAFT which 

proposed LA22 and the development of 42 homes at Hodson Road 

is being redeveloped itself and will not be known until 2025. The 

opening statement in the Chairman’s Introduction seemingly 

suggest we cannot contradict this in the CNDP – but the LDP 2036 

has not been approved. 

Whilst the Parish Council has made the selection of this site highly 

opaque in proposing it as an alternative to the more sensible 

location at the other side of the village, the need for any 

development schemes at all is questionable given the housing 

needs analysis. 

Housing needs can and should be met through normal development 

processes within the confines of the development boundaries 

already established. The record of planning approvals for the 

construction of new homes has historically exceeded by some 

margin the identified needs from the last Swindon Borough 

Council Local Development Plan (0 houses).  

There is no sufficiently identified need to designate additional land 

for building purposes and no history to suggest that Chiseldon won’t  

The LDP referred to was a Reg. 18 draft that was withdrawn and 

the reference to LA22 is now redundant. 

 

The NDP has not promoted this site though it has spoken to the 

agent of this site who may wish to progress it.  There is currently no 

5 year housing land supply.  The NDP cannot prevent an application 

from coming forward nor can it  provide sufficient justification to 

over-rule the provisions of NPPF para. 11.  All it can do is set out 

design policies in the event that an application is prepared. 

The NDP identifies local businesses and where these are Class F, 

they are protected under policy 8.  Unfortunately, changes of use 

from Class E   (commercial and services ) to residential is difficult to 

control due to national permitted development rights.
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by natural processes exceed any housing development targets 

imposed. Over 74 new dwellings have been approved in the last 

4 years within the existing boundaries – almost double the 

amount identified in the previous draft of the Swindon Local 

Development Plan (LDP) 2036. 

Coupled with the needs assessment identifying at its most 

speculative and wishful a need for around 20 houses, the demand 

simply is not there for minor developments that do not 

contribute towards community infrastructure upgrades.  

The LDP 2026 extract below should be reflected in the CNDP and 

Swindon Borough Council encouraged to adopt for LDP 2036.  

“Of the remaining villages in the Borough; Broad Blunsdon, 

Chiseldon, Wanborough and Bishopstone have some supporting 

facilities, but they lack core services, particularly employment and 

leisure compared with Highworth and Wroughton. Development 

should be in accordance with the settlement hierarchy. The villages 

in the Borough have distinct characteristics and features that are 

worthy of protection and enhancement, and therefore development 

should be at a scale in keeping with the historic form and character 

of the village.” 
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Detailed Response to NDP 
Consultee 
heading 
Section 

Consultee  
Sub-Section / 
Policy 

Consultee Comments Qualifying Body response 

Chairman’s 
Introduction 

 • This section would have greater impact if it 
started with the “Our Vision” paragraph.  

• The 2nd paragraph seems somewhat apologetic 
about constraints on flexibility with regards to the 
Swindon Borough LDP – this should be removed 
as that plan is in DRAFT and not due to complete 
until 2025. The Chair should be identifying the 
CNDP as providing the guidance – not preparing 
us for some unknown (?) bad news? 

• It should be signed by the Chair not the company 
contracted to write the plan. 

• The introduction stats that the areas should grow 
and that the parish cannot remain unchanged. 
This is debatable given the housing needs analysis 
and the fact that growth would inevitably 
overwhelm the infrastructure and impact the 
desirability of the village.    

• Traffic congestion is mentioned – which should 
immediately preclude any minor developments. 

Proposed changes – Chair to add name to the 
Chairman’s introduction and make other 
modifications as he sees fit. 
 
Traffic congestion is not in itself a reason for 
refusal for new developments and this 
suggestion cannot be taken forward.  Individual 
developments are assessed on their own 
merits. 

Chapter 1 
Introduction 

 • No mention is made of the fact that Chiseldon has 
built more than double the amount of houses 
potentially required in the Swindon Borough LDP 
2036 DRAFT and about 4 times the amount from 
the housing needs analysis. Chiseldon has been 

Most of the development referred to has 
occurred within the development boundaries 
and is therefore infill or windfall development.  
The NDP was not prepared with a specific 
housing target because it did not allocate land 
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Consultee 
heading 
Section 

Consultee  
Sub-Section / 
Policy 

Consultee Comments Qualifying Body response 

doing its part to support development above and 
beyond what was expected. 

• Paragraph 4 states “This means that when the 
CNDP successfully passes its referendum with a 
majority vote in favour of adopting it, every 
planning application and decision that is 
submitted and considered in the parish must pay 
regard to the policies in the CNDP.” The Parish 
Council should be ensuring then that the 
document contains unambiguous and clear 
statements including preserving the development 
boundary of the village.  

• Paragraph 11 – if this is the case we should be 
reflecting the comments in the Swindon Borrough 
LDP 2026 that state any development should be in 
keeping with the scale of the community.  

for housing and the matter of housing 
allocations is left to the emerging Local Plan. 
 
The development boundary is clearly indicated 
in the maps and figures. 
 

Chapter 2 
Chiseldon 
Parish 

 • Page 60 – the classification of land is interesting 
specifically the difference between arable and 
horticulture and improved grassland. Looking 
either side of Hodson Road – the fields equally 
have crops/grass in. Where is this classification 
from as I would have thought all that land would 
be designated arable. On Page 58 the land is 
designated as arable.  

• The map on page 60 was prepared by the 
Wiltshire and Swindon Biological Records 
Centre which hold this data on behalf of both 
authorities. 

Chapter 3 
Vision and 
Context 

 • Traditionally, the vision should come first?  
• There should be a stronger statement about not 

expanding outside the existing development 
boundaries.  

Would the Parish Council prefer to move the vision 
to the start of the document?  If so, where? 
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• Paragraph 38 – 74 new dwellings have been 
created in 4 years – this is hardly insignificant. 
Suggest this is removed as Chiseldon has 
expanded. 

• Paragraph 40 – why would major housing 
development be likely to occur in a village that 
has shown a very low need for housing with major 
developments of thousands of homes happening 
3-5 miles away? This should be written to state 
that whilst there may be a desire for major 
housing from Swindon Borough Council, the 
village as evidenced in the current LDP is not the 
place to do it.  

• Paragraph 41 – policies do not adequately reflect 
this in the CNDP – development which impacts 
water run-off or biodiverse areas should be 
prevented.  

• Paragraph 49 – sustainable transport is not just 
cycling and walking. What about residents and 
potential residents that can do neither?  

• Paragraph 51 – the table of priority needs is 
confusing, does the shading represent preference 
or weighting? This doesn’t really say what is being 
met or how? 

• Paragraph 54 – This paragraph is confusing and 
should be reworded with the ambiguity removed 
and put in a specific Policy section. It is in the 
wrong place as it seems to imply some form of 
Policy. It seems to contradict itself saying that 

Would the Parish Council wish to modify para. 38? 
 
 
 
Most of the new housing provision has been infill 
within the development boundary as explained 
above. 
 
 
 
 
These matters are covered in policy 3. 
 
 
 
Sustainable transport is usually about walking, 
cycling and public transport.  The latter is not 
significant in the parish. 
 
Perhaps the author is not familiar with NPPF para. 
8? 
 
This is a summary of local plan policy, not NDP 
policy (hence the reference to the Local Plan).  This 
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development boundaries have been identified but 
that development can occur in the countryside if 
identified in a neighbourhood plan such as CNDP 
to meet local needs (none identified that couldn’t 
be filled within existing boundaries as 
demonstrated over last 4 years) or tourist and 
visitor facilities.  Please remove the wording from 
“Local Plan” onwards as it opens up a loophole in 
the document.  

is not a “loophole” but a reference to the 
development plan policy context. 

Chapter 4 
Policies 

Policy 1:  
Housing Mix 

• This section is very much based on the housing 
needs assessment. But seems to give slightly 
different interpreted results than those in the 
accompanying detailed report? 

o Q1 – 25 people wanted to move 
o Q2 most indicated 2-3-4 bedroom houses 

- within the village 2-3 bedroom properties 
are taking a long time to sell indicating 
that the needs analysis is price/ market 
sensitive 

o Q5 – indicates only 18 requirements for 
affordable houses 

This would indicate 18 affordable houses are 
required. No more. This should be reflected in the 
CNDP and stated clearly and unambiguously.  

• Paragraph 56 – more dwellings than this were 
delivered? 

• Policy 1 is for housing mix (a percentage of what 
is proposed) and not an allocation of a number 
of dwellings.  The NDP does not allocate land for 
housing and therefore does not comment on the 
number that may be permitted.  The Local Plan 
housing needs assessment will eventually 
derive a requirement for houses in the parish.  
SBC has indicated that a housing requirement 
cannot be provided now. 
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• Paragraph 72 – if land is allocated will it be 
compatible with the housing needs assessment 
and affordability? 

• Policy lettering is used here rather than 
numbering. Should be consistent.  

When the new local plan allocates land for housing, 
it can be expected that this will be based on new 
data on housing need and the need for affordable 
housing. 
 
Not sure what the reference to letter is – para 72 is 
in Normal. 

 Policy 2:  
Sustainable 
Transport 

• Sustainable transport does not equal cycle 
routes. It should include references to how the 
parish will look to influence public transport 
which can considerably reduce environmental 
impacts. There is no mention of this anywhere.  

• Pavement provision or safe walking space 
between Chiseldon and Hodson is not mentioned.  

• The bus stop on Hodson Road stands in splendid 
pavement isolation, cut-off from any easy or 
direct pavement access. Again not mentioned. 
This is particularly significant given the housing 
needs analysis and residents with disabilities who 
may also wish to enjoy the public rights of way or 
catch a bus.  

• The extension of the cycle network is great but 
equal provision should be made for public rights 
of way and walkers. Care should be taken to 
discourage motorbikes and vehicles from using 
such networks.  

• Public transport is indeed a form of sustainable 
transport but the NDP cannot influence how it is 
delivered, particularly where no allocations are 
made.  The NDP is therefore silent on this 
matter. 

• Pavement provision is not mentioned because 
this would require significant changes to the 
roads and this cannot be paid for by 
mechanisms available in the NDP. 

 
Would the Parish Council wish to address any of 
these points? 
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• Paragraph 76 – the statement around developer 
contribution is interesting and out of place in the 
document suggesting to developers that 
developments might be green lit if a cycle way 
upgrade is promised. This sentence should be 
removed. How it happens is not the business of 
this document.  

• Paragraph 76 – where is the needs analysis to 
make this such a significant part of the 
document? Will it be published? 

• Figure 14 proposes significant development on 
the Local Green Spaces including running a 
tarmac cycle way through the old railway. This 
part of the plan seems to be more fully developed 
and thought through than the housing needs 
analysis. It also seems to be suggesting some 
quite large-scale changes to the existing cycle 
path which may be out of keeping (flattening 
paths and straightening). 

• Figure 14 proposes segregating the cycle lane. 
Will this be at the expense of footpath or road? 
The road is not wide enough to accommodate this 
and introducing passing places or narrowing to a 
single track would create a very dangerous 
accident blackspot like the Marlborough Road.  

This is a misunderstanding of developer 
contributions as set out in para. 57 of the NPPF.  The 
NDP sets out a wish list of necessary infrastructure 
improvements as the starting point for 
considerations of how to deliver sustainable 
transport infrastructure.  The need  for this will be 
determined on an application by application basis. 
 
 
 
The proposals in Fig 14 are indicative of how 
improvements could be made.  Actual delivery will 
require detailed scheme design and identification of 
funding streams.  Such design will address how, on 
any specific stretch of improvement, walkers, 
cyclists and cars can travel safely 

 Policy 3:  
Biodiversity and 
nature recovery 

• This does not go far enough in protecting areas of 
biodiversity need.  

• When the LRNS is published, it will identify 
priorities and measures that will become 
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• Point 1 is unclear – what is the action and who is it 
on? Who should contact SBC? How will Chiseldon 
and SBC assess whether this has been taken into 
account.  

• Point 2 is poorly defined, ambiguous and 
unenforceable. The current wording creates 
loopholes which means applicants are under no 
obligation to carry out conditional activities. This 
should be strengthened to ensure that 
biodiversity net gain is mandated to the applicant 
and concrete plans should be included in their 
applications to show how this will be delivered. 
 
Equally Chiseldon Parish Council should be 
mandating as part of the protection of the village 
environment that applications should not be 
permitted to convert land usage where sites are 
bounded on more than one side by biodiversity 
areas due to the impact this will have.  

• Point Number 3 should be reconsidered in light of 
the proposed Draft Local Plan Policy LA 22 as 
development on sites immediately adjacent to 
those areas identified for biodiversity gain will 
ultimately see a knock-on detrimental impact. 
Development sites should NOT be next to these 
sites or on them.  

constraints to development.  However, this does 
not exist yet and this is an interim policy. 

• The action in point 1 is that any applicant who 
must deliver BNG should do so within the 
context of the LNRS (an not according to other 
measures). 

• Point 2 is clear  - offsite BNG should be 
delivered in Chiseldon parish.  The author does 
not understand the requirements of BNG set out 
in recent regulations. 

• All other aspects of this policy will probably be 
rewritten when the LRNS is issued (at least in 
draft form in summer 2024). 

 
Proposed change – this policy was written before 
BNG guidance including planning practice guidance 
was issued and before the LRNS preparation had 
begun.  The policy wording should be refined. 
 
 
 
This is not within the purview of the planning 
system.  However, the LRNS will address where 
LNRS priorities lie. 
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• Point Number 4 does not really state any 
definition of expert nor define long term 
management. 

• Point 5 should be removed as it contradicts the 
nature and intent of a Chiseldon NBC and Point 2. 
This is creating a get-out-of-jail card for applicants 
who have no intention of benefitting the parish 
through their development.  

• Point 6 this should include mandatory legally 
binding signed agreements as evidence in 
planning proposals. “Must demonstrate” is weak 
in terms of wording and should be linked to 
approval.  

 
LA22 has been withdrawn and is redundant.  The 
LNRS will address where priorities lie. 

 Policy 4:  
Local Green 
Spaces 

• The wording should be updated to reflect 
detrimental impact to Local Green Spaces of 
adjacent development wbich would impact them 
detrimentally.  

• The provisions for LGS in the NPPF does not 
make reference to adjacent development. 

 Policy 5:  
Design 

• Policy wording should be stronger – change 
“should” to “must”. The Chiseldon Design Codes 
and Guidance (2023) is a great piece of work and 
should be used to enforce as much as possible 
planning deigns and decisions.  

• Agree.  Change should to will. 

 Policy 6:  
Non-designated 
Heritage Assets 

• No Comments. •  
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 Policy 7:  
New play 
equipment 

• Policy wording should reflect paragraph 111 
explicitly especially where play equipment should 
be situated 30m from the nearest dwelling 
boundary. Suggest changing should to must.  

• This should be reflected and assessed by the 
Parish Council with new applications. 

• Agree – change reference to para 110 to 111. 

 Policy 8:  
Community 
Facilities 

• Policy wording could be stronger. “Must” 
rather than “Should”  

• Agree – change should to will. 

 Appendices • Page 60 – the classification of land is 
interesting specifically the difference 
between arable and horticulture and 
improved grassland. Looking either side of 
Hodson Road – the fields equally have 
crops/grass in. Where is this classification 
from as I would have thought all that land 
would be designated arable. On Page 58 the 
land is designated as arable. 

• The WSBRC holds the most up to date 
information available. 
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Appendix 

Houses have been built in Chiseldon Parish totalling at least 74 since 2018.  

Planning Application Development Name Number of Dwellings 
Approved 

S/23/0139 Burderop Park House 52 

S/21/1126 Burderop Park House 6 

S/22/1170 Burderop Cottage  11 

S/18/1160 Land at Badbury House Farm 5 

 Total 74 
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Burderop Estate 
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The Burderop Estate’s support of the NDP is noted with thanks. 
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Chiseldon Community Group 
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The NDP does not allocate land for housing leaving the matter of 
allocation to the emerging local plan which has not yet proposed 
potential site allocations.  The SBC SHEELA is therefore not a matter 
for the NDP to consider.  The NDP does not support development in 
the AONB. 

No changes proposed. 
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WM/MR 

  

 

Nowhere in the NDP is it stated that Chiseldon is “ripe for 
development”.  All areas will grown and Chiseldon is identified in the 
Swindon Borough Local Plan.  Local Plan policy SD2 supports 
development in smaller villages such as Chiseldon but outside the 
village, development in the countryside will be permitted to meet local 
needs (including where identified in a neighbourhood plan) and for the 
expansion of tourist and visitor facilities.  The NDP is not empowered 
to change this designation. 

Since the NDP does not allocates sites, any allocations will arise 
through the emerging Swindon Local Plan which will, in that process, 
consider which sites are most suitable, how much housing should be 
directed to Chiseldon Parish, and what mitigation (including for traffic) 
will be required.  Comments about future growth should therefore be 
directed to the emerging local plan and not the NDP which does not 
propose development. 
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This is a matter for strategic local plan policy and not the NDP. 
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The NDP does not promote development and therefore land outside 
the development boundary as defined in the Local Plan is countryside 
where housing development would not be permitted under most 
circumstances. 

However, there is currently no 5 year housing land supply and places 
like Chiseldon are vulnerable to speculative housing schemes under 
para.11 of the NPPF. 
file:///C:/Users/Owner/Downloads/Five_year_housing_land_supply_st
atement__2023_to_2028_%20(3).pdf 

 

 

file:///C:/Users/Owner/Downloads/Five_year_housing_land_supply_statement__2023_to_2028_%20(3).pdf
file:///C:/Users/Owner/Downloads/Five_year_housing_land_supply_statement__2023_to_2028_%20(3).pdf
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The statement in para. 72 reflects the (now withdrawn) Reg. 18 draft 
local plan which identified a need for housing in the parish.  Though 
the allocation has been pulled , it is safe to assume that the need 
remains.  The NPPF requries local planning authorities to assess the 
need for housing, to monitor how it is delivered annually, and to 
identify new sites where there is outstanding need.  This is beyond the 
remit of the NDP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noted. 

 

 

Agree – can the Parish Council please prepare a form of words to 
highlight this danger and suggest mitigation if possible?  The maps 
generally illustrate either parish-wide matters or policy proposals, not 
danger spots.  However, a map to that effect can be produced should 
the Parish Council wish to include it. 
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The Parish Council might wish to add reference to the condition of the 
footpath and other accident blackspots. 

 

Agreed.  Figure 15 should have the areas identified as they were on a 
previous version. 

 

EV charging is mentioned in section 3.8 of the design guide. 
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AH and SR Chiseldon Parish Council is the qualifying body and the parish of 
Chiseldon is the neighbourhood area.  The NDP therefore refers to 
“Chiseldon”. 

The parish council may wish to amend the name of the NDP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The previous Reg. 18 version of the Swindon Local Plan was withdrawn 
and the LPA has indicated that it cannot yet provide information on 
housing requirement.  The planning policy context is set out clearly 
throughout the NDP and specifically in the section Policy Context.  
Para 40 states that the NDP will be the parish council’s starting 
position for the review of the local plan. 
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The NDP allocates land for local green space (two types) and open 
space.  A policy anticipates the LNRS (policy 3) which seeks to retain 
BNG in the parish.  These actions have already meet met therefore. 

 

A parking strategy is not material to neighbourhood planning and 
should be dealt with outside the NDP.  This would be a matter for the 
parish council to agree through LPT4. 

 

Designation of a low emissions zone is not something that a NDP can 
do.  This would be a matter for SBC.  The same applies to freight 
movement. 

 

A community bus service is not a planning matter but something for 
the community to provide. 

 

It was beyond the scope of the NDP to assess all pavements (which 
are mainly owned by the Highways Authority).  Instead, key 
infrastructure improvements were identified in policy 2. 

 

The NDP cannot delivered a more coordinated approach to utilities 
and infrastructure – this is beyond its scope. 
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The parish council may wish to consider whether the entire NDP is 
reorganised according to these suggestions 
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 Many NDPs have a Chairman’s introduction and in this instance, the 
Chairman was the most engaged and hard working member of the 
steering group.  

The parish council may wish to amend the title of the Chairman’s 
introduction if it wishes and to use suggested wording.   
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It is not a requirement that NDPs set out aims and purposes but that 
they are based on consultation with the community.  The NDP makes 
is clear that the policies were based on a community consultation 
exercise about what people wanted.  A full report has been prepared 
to document this which will be included in the Consultation 
Statement.   

 

 

 

 

This is not correct.  Housing need (the requirement) is set by the LPA 
(NPPF para. 69) and the housing mix sets out the type of housing that 
is required.  The terms are not interchangable. 

The existig policy 1 is clearer than the alternative proposed.  
Recommend no changes.
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Would the parish council wish to redesignage the Burderop Estate as 
Local Green Space? 

 

 

 

The demographic characteristics of the community is set out in  text 
pages 11 – 18.  The policies map is on Page 3.
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The different characteristics of the settlements in the parish are 
referred to in the design section and code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most of these documents (where they exist) were included in the 
supporting text so it is unclear why this criticism is being made.  New 
evidence is shown in many of the maps and tables and in the 
appendixes.  This should be obvious to any reader. 

References to all data sources are referred to within the text.  Would 
the parish council wish to see a bibliography included? 
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It is not necessary to include supporting data for issues that are not 
discussed in the NDP. 

 

The policies in the NDP (and therefore the topics for discussion) are 
based on what the community stated was important to it.  For each of 
these topics, relevant data was consulted.   

 

The authors have stated that they did not live in the parish when the 
consultation occurred.  It is therefore unclear how they can criticise 
the NDP and the parish council for undertaking consultatoin in a way 
that they did not witness. 

The Consultation Statement will set out how the community was 
consulted. 
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Thank you that is good to know. 

These matters have all been addressed (but in a different order of 
presentation). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Does the parish council feel that the HNA has not been given 
suffiicent attention and if not, what should be done? 
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The “need” identified for affordable housing is the best evidence 
available but it is not perfect.  However, the HNA is the best estimate 
available of what is required in Chiseldon based on local 
circumstances.  As stated above, the derivation of the housing 
requirement (the need) will be prepared by the LPA.  The HNA provides 
a suitable analysis to begin to negotiate with housing providers and 
developers who will be required to provide affordable housing of the 
type that the local community is most likely to wish to have. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NDPs should be written succicntly and the outcomes of the HNA have 
not been copied – it has been asumed that the reader of the NDP will 
consult the HNA in full. 

Would the parish council wish to have further detail about the HNA’s 
findings added to the supporting text of the NDP?
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This is a good question.  The only way that the housing mix would be 
delivered is if there was a speculative housing scheme provided under 
the provisions of NPPF Para. 11d , through an exeptions site (100% 
affordable housing) or through a local plan allocation.  In all thress 
cases, Policy 1 would be the starging point to decide the affordable 
housing mix. 

 

 

 

There were no community proposals identified in public consultation 
or by the parish council and there was therefore no policy to that end.
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The NDP is a planning document and uses the planning definition of 
development:  own and Country Planning Act 1990 

You are here: 

UK Public General Acts 1990 c. 8  Part III Meaning of development 

Section 55 

 

Would the parish council wish to include a “plain English” definition of 
“development” along the lines of  

Neighbourhood plan policies cover both land use and “development” 
which is defined in legislation as the carrying out of building, 
engineering, mining or other operations in, on, over or under land, or 
the making of any material change in the use of any building or other 
land  including:  rebuilding; structural alterations of or additions to 
buildings; and other operations normally undertaken by a person 
carrying on business as a builder 

 https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/8/section/55/2006-06-07 

 

Does the Chairman wish to define what is meant by “growth”? 

  

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/8/contents/2006-06-07
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/8/part/III/2006-06-07
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/8/part/III/crossheading/meaning-of-development/2006-06-07
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The purpose of the NDP is to add local detail to SBC policies and not 
to repeat those policies.  Where there are already local plan policie s 
in place, for instance where there is a development boundary, then the 
NDP does not need to repeat all the provisions of that policy.  
Therefore, it is not necessary to make statements such as those 
suggested, that either repeat existing policy or seek to introduce 
strategic policies that restrict development (such as “that 
development be restricted to within the settlement boundary” 
becaseu that is already policy.  Nor is it apppropriate for a NDP to 
make statements such as  “as the limited local needs will be met by 
new developments within 3 to 5 miles” because this  would  be a 
strategic policy (which neighbourhood plans may not contain) and 
becauese the NDP does not have evidence of need and provision 
becauese the LPA has not prepared this yet in support of the review of 
the local plan.  Nor will the NDP include protential sites without a full 
site allocation exercise which has not been done. 

With regard to Figure 14, this maps indicates where improvements 
would be beneficial.  It will be up to the parish council to seek to 
secure these improvements (as a priority over other potential 
improvements) in negotiation on individual planning applications, in 
response to the local plan review and in resposne to reconsideration 
of the local transport plan. 

Does the parish council wish to say anything about the nettles at the 
footpath from Chseldon toBurderop? 

Does the parish council wish to have a glossary and bibliography to be 
included? 
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Resident (DH) 
Herewith my few comments on the Chiseldon Development Plan. 
 
Overview: The Plan has a general tone and acceptance that Chiseldon et 
al is ready for major housing development over the period of the Plan. 
The comments concerning how residents feel and value Chiseldon are 
correct, but they are in the main, emotions and as such are subjective. 
The Plan does not describe the current village layout nor its geographical 
features or topography, all of which could have a major impact on future 
development. Moreover, with the recognised effect of climate change, the 
Plan needs to identify those Development areas which could be affected 
significantly up to 2031 and importantly beyond. Failure to address the 
aforementioned points could lead to serious risk to the general positive 
feelings to the village and in worst case damage to property. 
 
Chiseldon Layout: To a degree Chiseldon is similar to a Linear village in 
that development overtime has been along main road arteries with in-fill 
between those main roads. The road and pavement structures, although 
narrow in some places, are generally appropriate for the current number 
of residents and vehicles. Roads and pavements would not be suitable if 
there was significant development that utilised any of these features. For 
example B4005 (New Rd/Hodson Rd) has 14 tributaries joining from one 
end of the village to the other. These tributaries are in addition to the 
dwellings and commercial premises adjoining the roads. Currently, with 
few exceptions there is no traffic congestion along these roads. Expansion 
of use of New Rd is not possible and development along this road even 
with an enhanced junction at A346, would lead to very significant 
congestion throughout the village. A similar argument is extant for The 
Ridgeway to the Farm shop junction. 
 
Geographical and Topography: Approximately 25% of Chiseldon is in a dell 
dropping north off New Rd. Over recent years there has been very 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Design Code describes all areas in detail as does the conservation 
area masterplan. 
 
It is not clear how the author considers that climate change should be 
addressed. 
 
 
 
The discussion about traffic and tributaries (does this mean estate roads?) 
is unclear.  What change is sought? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Topography is described in the Design Code. 
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signifiant and annual flooding of the fields to the south of New Rd. 
Without doubt the water table level in these fields has changed and in 
some areas there has been water run off to properties adjoining New Rd. 
The Met Office Climate Change predictions state that winter rain levels 
and winter storms will continue as experienced currently. Moreover, if 
climate temperatures increase above 2* there will be a further 20% 
increase in winter rainfall amounts. The national planning guidelines 
states that building on flood plains “should be avoided” because of the 
risk to the developments and of exacerbating flooding elsewhere in the 
area. While the fields to the south of New Rd have not yet been formally 
recognised as flood plains their outflows are already affecting other 
properties, and with the build of concrete, tarmac etc the situation will be 
exacerbated as climate change bites. 
 
I have focused my attention on these 2 areas and in Chiseldon only. There 
are others. 
 
A fully researched Development Plan covering now to 2031 has to provide 
the planners with limitations and restrictions to a plan and risks that need 
to be considered, as well as where Development will be appropriate. Not 
doing so will be to the detriment of the in place community and those 
looking to join. 
 

Resident (JL) 
I have submitted my thoughts on the CNP via the Survey Monkey but 
then afterwards I had additional thoughts about the building codes 
and found that I am unable to add these via the Survey Monkey as it 
says I have already submitted my input.  Therefore I wondered if I 
could route these additional comments through you?

 

 

Flooding is shown in Figure 6.  There is no suggestion that there should 
be building in flood plains, but in any event, policies on flooding are 
left to the Local Plan as the more appropriate level of policy, and also 
because the NDP does not propose any development in a flood plain 
or elsewhere.  The Design Code discusses low carbon homes (Section 
3.8 ff. 
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Basically I was thinking that as a community we should try to do our 
bit to reduce the consequences of climate change for the benefit of 
future generations and I wondered if it would be possible to set 
standards in the Chiseldon building code for effective insulation, 
including cavity wall and double glazing of any new builds, that might 
be more stringent than the current general UK building regs.   In 
addition, could we add the requirement for all new builds to be fitted 
with solar panels, charging points for electrical cars and air source 
heat pumps for heating (and no gas boilers)?  I realise that this 
increases the cost of the build but saving money at the outset usually 
means it costs more in the end. 

 

That’s it.  Please let me know if I need to submit this through a different 
mechanism. 

 

Unfortunately, insulation is better dealt with through building control 
codes   This link explains: 

https://www.planningportal.co.uk/permission/common-
projects/roof/building-regulations-insulation-and-thermal-elements  

 

Solar panels are discussed in the Design Code but they cannot be 
required to be included because they are not required in building 
regulations.  EV charging is included in the Design Code.  At present, it 
is not possible to require air source heat pumps.  It may be that these 
matters will be covered in the Swindon Local Plan review.  

https://www.planningportal.co.uk/permission/common-projects/roof/building-regulations-insulation-and-thermal-elements
https://www.planningportal.co.uk/permission/common-projects/roof/building-regulations-insulation-and-thermal-elements
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Resident (MS) 

 

 

Firstly, I have read the document but may not have taken in all the 

detail given its length, however I have made the following 

comments, these are primarily in response to the survey question: 

 

10. Are there any land use planning matters that where not covered in the 

plan that you think should have been?  Can you please describe what you 

believe was missing or in need of correction? 

 Chairman’s Introduction 

 The Chairman’s introduction states: “All the conclusions reached 

have been based on feedback received from the community and 

consultation with local groups and professional bodies.”  

 •       Has the North Wessex Downs National Landscape been 

consulted?  

•       Was the Chiseldon Community Group Report (see 
attached) considered? 

 Apart from in the list of residents’ best things about Chiseldon in 

the Chairman’s introduction, there little mention of the North 

Wessex Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (NWD AONB) 

AONB or ‘National Landscape’ (as renamed in November 2023) 

that Chiseldon sits within. This is probably the most important 

We have contacted the AONB team via email but they have failed to 

respond.  They did not respond to this consultation either. 

The Chiseldon Community Group response was considered but no 

changes were made because it speaks about local plan housing 

allocations and the NDP is not allocating land for housing. 

 

 

 

Would the chairman wish to add reference to the AONB in the 

introduction? 
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aspect when considering planning in this area and should be 

mentioned much more strongly throughout the NDP. 

 Chiseldon Location and description Page 11, point 16.  

The term “The entire parish is washed over by the North Wessex 

Downs AONB” does not feel strong enough to represent the 

strength of the NW National Landscape’s charter.  

 The wording should be replaced with something along the lines of:  

Chiseldon is situated in the North Wessex downs Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty deignated as (AONB) and recently 

classified as a National Landscape. A National Landscape is a 

nationally important landscape protected by law. As such it has the 

highest level of protection along with National Parks. The renaming 

to National Landscapes has strengthen the protection to preserve 

these areas. See ‘Strengthening legislative duties’ at this link. 

 Although it is a privilege to live in a National Landscape. It should 

be acknowledged that being in a National Landscape/AONB does 

have restrictions for major development. (not just a list of policy 

numbers). 

 Historic development of Chiseldon Parish Page 15 

 A quote from Dr Jody Joy Senior Curator Museum of Archaeology 

Cambridge University or Dr Julia Farley Curator of British and 

European Iron Age collections, (British Museam) should be included 

to strengthen the importance of our village and surrounding 

landscape. 

 Both highlight the importance of the area historically, particularly 

the Iron Age landscape. 

 The quote could include:

Do the parish council wish for para. 16 to be replace d with:   

Chiseldon is situated in the North Wessex downs Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty designated as (AONB) and recently 

classified as a National Landscape. A National Landscape is a 

nationally important landscape protected by law. As such it has the 

highest level of protection along with National Parks. The renaming 

to National Landscapes has strengthen the protection to preserve 

these areas. See ‘Strengthening legislative duties’ at this 

link.(footnote) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Would the parish council wish to ask Dr Joy and/or Dr Farley for a 

quote or suitable text for inclusion?  Alternatively, use the following 

suggested text? 

“It is also one of the few places in England where it is possible to 

gain an impression of a wider Iron Age landscape with views to the 

Ridgeway and Liddington and Barbury hillforts.” 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/landscapes-review-national-parks-and-aonbs-implementing-the-review/outcome/implementing-the-landscapes-review-summary-of-responses#action-plan-for-protected-landscapes
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/landscapes-review-national-parks-and-aonbs-implementing-the-review/outcome/implementing-the-landscapes-review-summary-of-responses#action-plan-for-protected-landscapes
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/landscapes-review-national-parks-and-aonbs-implementing-the-review/outcome/implementing-the-landscapes-review-summary-of-responses#action-plan-for-protected-landscapes
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“It is also one of the few places in England where it is possible to 

gain an impression of a wider Iron Age landscape with views to the 

Ridgeway and Liddington and Barbury hillforts.” 

Both the letters are attached for your perusal and were written in 

response to a member of Chiseldon History Group who was 

concerned about potential development on the land adjacent to 

New Road and The Ridgeway.  

Other comments 

Within the document there is no mention of previous planning 

applications that have been refused on the land around and outside 

of Development Boundaries. 

The most recent application that was refused by SBC 

S/OUT/18/0703 (13 Dec 2019). The reasons for refusal include: Its 

prominent countryside location in the North Wessex downs. And 

states that the application site is highly visible from key viewpoints. 

The resulting development would cause significant harm to the 

landscape character of the AONB. 

These arguments put forward by SBC are still as relevant today as 

when written. Planning applications have been made and refused 

(some at appeal by the planning inspectorate) over the last 50 

years. To avoid repeatedly having to fight planning applications on 

land that has previously been rejected for development, earlier 

unsuccessful applications should be considered, and it should be 

ensured that the land is not earmarked yet again by the Parish 

Council/SBC for potential development. 

A local community group was formed to fight against previous 

applications. Most of the village was against these major 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is correct.  No planning history has been included.   

 

Would the parish council wish to see a new section showing the 

planning history (perhaps the past 5 years)? 

 

All planning decisions consider that past planning decisions on any 

particular site so repeating them here might not be productive.   

The AONB protections exist in national policy (NPPF) and the 

Swindon Local Plan and have not been repeated here because the 

NDP does not cut across those policies. 
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developments and building on AONB landscape. This takes a 

considerable amount of work and creates high levels of stress, 

affecting everyone’s wellbeing. We need to avoid these situations in 

the future. 

The report mentions that “The CNDP has been written to anticipate 

that major housing is likely to occur”.  Why is it that a “major 

housing likely to occur” in an AONB? And surely the CNDP should 

argue strongly against any ‘major housing’ development in a 

protected area and as other housing developments have taken 

place withing the Parish Boundary and in adjoining nearby local 

areas. 

Many thanks for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from 
you regarding the above. 

Attachments: 
 
Letter from Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government 

Email correspondence from Dr Jody Joy author of “A celtic Feast: 
the Iron Age Cauldrons from Chiseldon Wiltshire 

Letter from Dr Julia Farley, British Museum 

Appeal Decision dismissing an appeal made by Jephson Homes 
Housing Association Ltd and Castlewood Investments Inc against 
the rejection of planning permission by Swindon Borough Council. 
Citing the NWD AONB under ‘Reasons’. 

Chiseldon Community Group Report

 

 

 

 

Major housing development is likely to occur because there is no 5 
year housing land supply and Chiseldon (like other areas) is 
vulnerable to speculative housing development.  The (now 
withdrawn) Reg. 18 local plan identified a need for housing in 
Chiseldon.  Though the proposed site allocation was withdrawn, this 
does not necessarily mean that the requirement no longer exists.  It 
is therefore likely that major development will occur in the future. 

This has been mentioned by a few residents.  Does the parish 
council wish to have further explanation (as above) included to 
explain why development is likely? 
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Resident (MS) 
I would like to register my comments on the neighbourhood plan 2024. 

A number of Butts Road residence expressed concerns over the 
increase/volume of trafffic using the road as a rat run, the excessive 
speeding and also the use of the road as a car park for both the 
Business Park (end of Butts Road) and those dumping cars whilst they 
head off somewhere for the weekend. 

I've read through the Neighbourhood Plan and see only one general 
reference to the rat run on page 21 point 46 which in itself does not 
really gie any sense of the real problem. I have also looked through the 
'questionnaire' and can not find any question pertinent to the 
problems experience by Butts Roas residents. Therefore I hope at the 
very least you can take these sentiments written in this email and 
include them within the final plan for consideration. 

I've lived on Butts Road for the last 6 years and have seen a significant 
increase in the problems I've stated above and can only imagine that 
this is to be exasperated by further development in the area in the 
coming years. 

I'd like to submit to you my objection to the lack of focus on fixing the 
problem and would like to propose that Butts Road first and foremost 
has a 20mph speed limit imposed, this alone would at the very least 
help to protect the children who live along the road, many of whom 
walk to and from school along the road at a time when commuters are 
speeding through the rat run. 

I'd also like to see some level of restriction for parking of non 
resisdents. I have on many occasions tried to leave or enter off my 
drive way only to find a non resident vehicle either parked directly 

 

 

 

 

Traffic congestion and rat running is difficult to address in a NDP 
because this is generally a highways matter.  It is best addressed with 
the location of new development is known  so that those specific and 
identifiable development impact s can be mitigated.  It is difficult to 
have a general policy about general traffic problems on the public 
highway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Speed limits is not something material to town planning and this 
needs to be addressed through a traffic regulation order through 
Swindon Borough Council as the Highways Authority. 

 

 

Parking on the public highway is also something that the NDP cannot 
easily control. 
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opposite or almost across my driveway causing significant safety and 
access issues. I understand that Butts Road used to be classed as 
Access Only, I'm unsure as to the reason this was subsequently 
ceased but would enourage considration for it's reinstatement. 

Resident (DL) 
The main comment to make is that Chiseldon does not need any 
substantial new build expansion. The reasoning is very simple:   

1/    the road infrastructure is at its limits already for both the village 
and through traffic. .  

2/   access in and out of the village is bad enough now without the 
extra vehicles expansion will bring,    

3/   medical facilities are disappearing, virtually no consultations take 
place at the Surgery, and any additional increase in population will 
overwhelm what we currently have, 

4/ given the current and proposed expansion of Swindon, the need for 
further house building in Chiseldon and the surrounding villages is 
surely not either necessary or needed. 

Small infill sites will probably not cause such problems and may, in 
fact, enhance the village providing it is suitably controlled. Any 
development must put the emphasis on housing our young people 

and keeping them in the Village, thus securing its future. 

 

 

 

 

 

The NDP is not allocating land for housing nor promoting 
housing development. 

 

Policy 1 seeks provision of affordable housing for young 
people. 
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Resident (PM) 
I have submitted some feedback using the form. 
In addition I want to add this feedback:- 
All of the land release for the Common Head development was previously 
designated partially at least as being within the Chiseldon Parish area. 
Since all that development was approved and then the boundaries 
redrawn surely this village has already made a substantial contribution to 
the Swindon needs. I do not see any references to that position 
represented in this plan or consultation. 
 

Resident (SF) 
I am extremely disappointed that the Parish Council’s 'Vision for the 
Future' failed to mention or make any reference to the North Wessex 
Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). This is the village’s 
greatest asset. 

There should be an additional goal, as a priority on the list provided, to 
preserve the North Wessex Downs AONB and protect it from urban 
development.

 

 

 

Housing requirements is something that the review of the Swindon Local 
Plan will address.  SBC are not able to supply advice on housing 
requirement at this time. 

 

 

Would the parish council wish to include reference to the North Wessex 
AONB in the Vision? 

 

 

The NDP is not the best mechanism for protecting the AONB which is 
nationally protected and also protected in the Swindon Borough Local 
Plan.  It does not therefore need further protection in the NDP.
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Residents (CP and DP) 
With reference to the above plan: 
 
The majority of the plan seems to be reasonable to us, although it is fair 
to say we have struggled to understand some of the extensive detail 
involved. 
 
We do, however, have serious concerns about the bald statement that 
there will be "42 dwellings allocated at Land at Hodson Rd. Chiseldon" 
and strongly object to that being treated as a fait accompli and buried in 
the minutiae (e.g. "Chiseldon Neighbourhood Development Plan Housing 
Needs Assessment", page 16). 
If indeed 42 is the number of new dwellings that is desirable in the plan, 
that is one thing, but we believe that there should be appropriate, 
explicit, consultation with local residents before their location is settled. 
We do not believe such consultation has yet occurred and so the plan 
should not specify that location. 

Resident (CB) 
Very impressed with the plan. Look forward to continued good 
neighbourhood living in Chiseldon. Only problem is heavy traffic 
ruining roads. 

Resident 
The Barbury shooting club is named Badbury not Barbury and one of the 

questions in the survey is repeated, he's made note of this in their responses. 

Resident 
EGPA Feb meeting, the tennis club were disappointed that the tennis 
club/courts were not mentioned more fully in the NHP as an asset.   

 

 

 

 

 

The HNA was prepared before the housing allocation in the Reg. 18 
was withdrawn. 

 

Suggested change – remove this reference from the HNA. 

 

 

 

 

Noted. 

 

 

Suggested change – make this correction. 

 

 

Suggested change – add to policy 8. 
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Planning agent  
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Broad support noted. 
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Noted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noted. 
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Noted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noted 

 

 

Noted 
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Noted 

 

 

 

Noted 

 

 

 

 

 

Noted 
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Resident The delivery of local medical care (doctors and dentists) is not 
something that the NDP can easily address, particularly since it is not 
allocating land for housing.  However, this matter would be dealt with 
under policies in the Local Plan. 


